This paper considers the possibility of using liquid-vapor ejectors in condensing units of steam turbines. This unit is designed for pumping out a steam-air mixture from a steam turbine condenser, in which the process occurs at a pressure lower than atmospheric. In the traditional scheme, this is provided by a two-stage steam-jet ejector unit. The proposed scheme involves the use of a single-stage liquid-vapor ejector and its possible pre-vacuum mode of operation in conjunction with a liquid-ring vacuum pump. A working process of the liquid-vapor ejector does not require the supply of working steam from the outside since its generation occurs in the active nozzle of the liquid-vapor ejector. A description of the traditional scheme and the proposed options is given, which are different both in the scheme solution and in the operating parameters. The object of this study is a liquid-vapor ejector, which is used in the condensing system of a steam turbine. Thermodynamic calculation of the proposed circuit solutions was carried out. As a result, the necessary mode parameters of the schemes were determined. To assess the feasibility of using a liquid-vapor ejector in the condensation systems of steam turbines, an exergy analysis was performed. The proposed scheme makes it possible to increase efficiency by 2.3 times, and when used with a liquid-ring vacuum pump – by 2.44 times. To assess the economic efficiency of the modernization of the condensing system, thermoeconomic analysis was performed. The use of the proposed scheme makes it possible to reduce the cost of generating boiler steam and reduce the cost of the resulting product of the steam turbine unit by about 51%. The estimated cost of a unit of the amount of boiler steam consumed per ton of product and the unit cost of steam were established.
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1. Introduction

One of the main problems that is now being solved by the world's energy sector is its environmental safety, which must be ensured while maintaining the necessary capacities with increasingly growing energy consumers. One of the solutions is the transition to decentralized low-capacity installations but this only applies to new systems that will be built in accordance with new requirements and standards. As for the existing installations, in recent years, the main strategy for their modernization and bringing them under existing European and world standards is to equip them with gas turbine and steam turbine installations of low power. These installations have special designs of the main and auxiliary equipment, operating and control modes. Such installations on natural gas are the only power plants that produce electric power with an electrical efficiency of more than 58% under the condensation mode of operation.

One of the main ways to achieve high thermal efficiency of a steam turbine unit is to reduce the mode parameters of steam behind the turbine. With a decrease in pressure and temperature of the steam used in the turbine, the amount of heat transferred to the cold source decreases. With constant parameters, fresh steam increases turbine power and increases the efficiency of the cycle as a whole by increasing the heat transfer in the turbine.

The reduction of steam parameters behind the turbine is usually carried out to a pressure below atmospheric. There is a need to ensure the best possible condensation of steam used in the turbine. That is why the steam turbine unit is equipped with a condensing unit, which, in addition to the main purpose, also provides clean condensate to power the steam boiler (steam generator), closing the cycle.
In modern condensation plants for pumping steam-air mixture, multi-stage steam-ejector units based on steam-jet ejectors are used, with a number of drawbacks that significantly reduce their efficiency.

The studied issue is relevant from the point of view of scientific tasks for the modernization of existing power supply systems. In particular, it is necessary to have existing energy sources while new energy-saving installations of the new generation are being built. In order to assess the expected effect of their modernization, it is necessary to conduct a comparative analysis of the proposed schemes with the existing ones and select the best ones.

2. Literature review and problem statement

Existing condensation systems, which are an integral part of steam turbine installations, are built on the basis of steam-jet ejectors. Works [1, 2] revealed their main advantages and disadvantages, including the ability to work only in a narrow range of operating parameters. In addition, it is noted in those works that for almost 50 years of operation in such installations they have not been greatly improved. Study [3] describes the main improvements that were carried out to optimize the flow part and determine the specific design mode for each case of ejector operation.

The authors of [4, 5] conducted theoretical and practical studies that showed that the maximum efficiency of steam-jet ejectors has already been achieved and cannot be increased. In [6], it is noted that in order to improve the condensation process in steam-gas plants, it is necessary to search for new, alternative devices that would be more efficient and economical than steam jets. There are many attempts to do this but all of them make it possible to increase the efficiency of the condensation process by several percent, compared to steam jets. The authors of [7, 8] conducted a study into a fundamentally new class of devices, which are two-phase jet devices and revealed their main advantages compared to steam-jet ejectors.

The authors of [9] propose to use a liquid-vapor ejector as part of a vacuum unit operating on the principle of jet thermocompression. This principle implies that the working jet of steam is formed directly in the nozzle of the active flow and does not require an additional source of boiler steam, as for steam-jet ejectors. Boiler steam for a liquid-vapor ejector is needed only in the heat exchanger-heater, where a working medium of the active flow is heated. However, its consumption is ten times less than steam jet ejectors. Also, its main advantage is a single-stage design while steam-jet ejectors are multistage. This is the main reason for their low efficiency.

As a working substance of the active flow in the liquid-steam ejector, water is used, which is an affordable and cheap heat carrier. The possibility of using water in two-phase jet devices was investigated on the example of refrigeration and heat pump systems by the authors of [10]. Since the operating modes of these installations are similar to the condensation system of steam turbine plant, one can conclude that in this case the use of water is promising. It also makes a significant contribution to the efficiency of the proposed scheme.

Summarizing the review of the above sources, we can conclude that the existing condensing systems of steam turbines are equipped with low-efficiency multistage steam-jet units. This significantly reduces the efficiency of condensation systems in general and requires significant refinement.

One of the possible ways to design a highly efficient condensing system based on a liquid-vapor ejector is to combine it with a liquid-ring vacuum pump. In this case, the liquid-vapor ejector will work as a pre-vacuum unit. The main difference from the traditional scheme is the absence of a two-stage steam-jet ejector and the studying the operation of the liquid-vapor ejector under the pre-vacuum mode of operation.

3. The aim and objectives of the study

The purpose of this study is to assess the effectiveness of the use of a liquid-vapor ejector (LVE) as part of a condensing unit in a steam turbine and the consistency of its operation in combination with a liquid-ring vacuum pump (LRVP).

To accomplish the aim, the following tasks have been set:
- to describe a traditional condensing unit and the proposed circuit solutions based on a liquid-vapor ejector and a liquid-ring ejector and a liquid-ring vacuum pump;
- to perform thermodynamic calculation of the cycle of a traditional condensing unit based on a steam-jet ejector and alternative schemes, one of which is executed on the basis of LVE, and the other on the basis of LVE+LRVP;
- to perform an exergy analysis of a traditional condensing unit and the proposed schemes based on LVE and LVE+LRVP and determine the achievable indicators of exergy efficiency of modernization of the steam turbine unit;
- to perform thermoeconomic analysis of the traditional condensing unit and the proposed schemes based on LVE and LVE+LRVP to determine the cost indicators of the efficiency of modernization of the steam turbine unit.

4. The study materials and methods

A modernized steam-gas plant for pumping out a steam-air mixture using a liquid-vapor ejector was considered, for greater energy savings. We also considered the operation of LVE in combination with a liquid-ring vacuum pump, where LVE performs the role of a pre-vacuum unit.

A working environment of the installation is n-pentane, the design capacity is 4 MW. Water from the waste heat boiler is used as a heat carrier for overheating and evaporation in a low-pressure turbine. The parameters of the working medium at the inlet to the active nozzle of LVE are $t_1 = 104^\circ C$, $p_{in} = 1.6 \times 10^5$ Pa. Pressure at the outlet of the ejector is different and depends on the design of the scheme. For a scheme based on LVE, it is $p_{out} = 1.0 \times 10^5$ Pa, for the LVE+LRVP scheme $p_{out} = 0.8 \times 10^5$ Pa. A vapor-air mixture pressure at the inlet to LVE $p_{LVE} = 0.17 \times 10^5$ Pa.

The optimization parameter in the exergy analysis is the difference in the temperatures of the active flow at the inlet to LVE and the liquid phase at the outlet of the separator $\Delta t$, which determines the load and flow rate of the boiler steam on the heat exchanger-heater. Numerical studies into the influence of this value on the efficiency indicators of the working process were performed when varying the initial parameters of the working fluid of the active flow at the inlet to LVE. Fig. 1 shows the relationship between the mode parameters of LVE in the interval of optimal values for this condensing plant.

To assess the possibility of upgrading a condensing unit of a steam turbine by using LVE, numerical research methods are used in this work, namely thermodynamic, exergy, and thermoeconomic.
The thermodynamic calculation of traditional condensing plants is carried out according to the procedure described in work [11].

To assess the exergy efficiency of thermomechanical systems, the most correct is the use of the exergy method of thermodynamic analysis [12]. It is sufficiently accurate for systems in which several types of energy (electrical and thermal) are simultaneously converted.

The exergy assessment of the degree of perfection of energy transformations in the system under study is based on the introduction into consideration of a new value – the exergy efficiency indicator – which is the ratio of the exergy of the system product flow to the exergy of the fuel flow [11, 13].

According to this methodology, the main indicator when comparing scheme solutions is the value of exergy efficiency $e_{ex}$:

\[
e_{ex} = \frac{E_P}{E_F},
\]

where $E_P$ is the product flow exergy of the system; $E_F$ – fuel flow exergy of the system.

The difference between the values of $E_P$ and $E_F$ gives the value of the destruction $E_D$ and the loss of exergy $E_L$ in the processes of energy transformations in a given system, that is,

\[
E_D + E_L = E_P - E_F.
\]

It should be noted that the value of $E_D$ characterizes the level of dissipative losses due to internal irreversibilities, and $E_L$ is due to the presence of external heat transfer of the components of the system with the environment. The use of exergy analysis of this type does not require the involvement of entropy analysis to calculate the total destruction and loss of exergy in the system.

Thermoeconomic analysis is a new method for assessing the efficiency of thermomechanical systems and involves determining the cost of energy resources necessary for basic and energy-saving schemes. The thermoeconomic method for analyzing thermomechanical systems is a combination of exergy (thermodynamic) and cost analyses. The main criterion of the thermoeconomic method of analysis is the exergy value of the system product (its part, component, etc.) [12].

For any flow of exergy, the exergy cost takes the form:

\[
c_j = c_j \cdot E_j, \text{ a.u./h,}
\]

where $c_j$ is the price of exergy, a.u./kWh, a.u./kJ.

When calculating the cost of exergy for incoming flows crossing the boundaries of the system, the general form of the relationship between the cost of exergy and energy tariffs is characterized by the following expression:

\[
e_m \cdot E_m = F_m \cdot I_m, \text{ a.u./h,}
\]

which determines the equality of the exergy value and the natural cost of the amount of energy that the consumer of the system buys. Here, $I_m$ is a parameter of the intensity of the flow of energy carrier (mass or volumetric flow rate, power, etc.).

5. Results of studying the effectiveness of the introduction of a liquid-vapor ejector for condensing units of steam turbines

5.1. Description of scheme solutions

For comparison, the basic installation of an autonomous power plant based on a gas turbine engine with a steam unit was initially considered. It uses a two-stage ejector unit operating on a process steam to remove air from the condenser circuit (Fig. 2).

![Fig. 2. Basic scheme of the condensing unit: EU – two-stage ejector unit, SB – steam boiler, ST – steam turbine, CD – condenser, CP – circulation pump, CDP – condensing pump, D – deaerator, FP – feed pump, DR – drum, G – generator, R – reducer, EGTU – energy gas turbine unit, ACU – air cooling unit](image)

With a decrease in pressure and temperature of the steam that has worked in the turbine, the amount of heat transferred to the cold source decreases. As is known from thermodynamics, with constant parameters fresh steam increases the turbine power (by increasing the heat transfer to it) and the efficiency of the cycle as a whole. The steam turbine addition to the gas
turbine engine is implemented by limiting the parameters of the generated water vapor for the use of an axis-radial steam turbine, which makes it possible to increase the condensation pressure acceptable for these installations. That makes it possible to achieve high thermal efficiency of the entire installation.

The proposed scheme was used (Fig. 3) as an application of a vacuum unit based on LVE, which allows replacing a two-stage steam-jet ejector with a single-stage liquid-steam, with high efficiency. This leads to a decrease in the consumption of boiler steam and a decrease in the initial parameters of a working medium of the active flow at the inlet to the nozzle, which is a more perfect energy conversion cycle. The LVE scheme in the vacuum unit was also considered, where it is used as a pre-vacuum unit to increase the pressure of the passive flow in LRVP (Fig. 4).

Fig. 3. Alternative scheme of a condensing unit based on a liquid-vapor ejector: LVE — liquid-vapor ejector, S — separator, CP — circulation pump, H — heat exchanger-heater, SB — steam boiler, ST — steam turbine, CD — condenser, CP — circulation pump, CDP — condensing pump, D — deaerator, FP — feed pump, DR — drum, G — generator, R — reducer,

EGTU — energy gas turbine unit, ACU — air cooling unit

Fig. 4. Alternative scheme of the condensing unit on the basis of «liquid-vapor ejector+liquid-ring vacuum pump»:
Thus, there is reason to believe that the use of a liquid-steam ejector in condensing plants of steam turbines is promising. However, the question of its effectiveness compared to traditional steam-jet ejector units remains open and needs to be investigated.

5.2. Results of thermodynamic calculation

The calculation of the efficiency of the condensing unit based on the liquid-vapor ejector requires a preliminary thermodynamic calculation according to the procedure described in [14]. This procedure involves finding the regime parameters at the nodal points of the cycle. The calculations were carried out for two variants of alternative schemes: on the basis of LVE and on the basis of LVE+LRVP.

The mode parameters of the two alternatives are listed in Table 1. The results of thermodynamic calculation are given in Table 2.

Our results of the thermodynamic analysis indicate the prospect of applying the proposed solution by reducing the initial pressure and mass consumption of boiler steam.

Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No. of entry</th>
<th>Indicator designation</th>
<th>Scheme option with LVE</th>
<th>Scheme option with LVE+LRVP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Liquid pressure at the inlet to the active nozzle of LVE, bar</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>1.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Temperature at the entrance to LVE, °C</td>
<td>104</td>
<td>104</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>The pressure of the passive flow at the inlet to RPE, bar</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>The pressure of the mixed flow at the outlet of LVE, bar</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>LVE injection coefficient</td>
<td>0.04147</td>
<td>0.0334</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>The degree of overproduction of steam</td>
<td>1.165</td>
<td>1.209</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>The efficiency of LVE</td>
<td>0.657</td>
<td>0.714</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No. of entry</th>
<th>Indicator designation</th>
<th>Scheme option basic with LVE</th>
<th>Scheme option with LVE+LRVP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Initial pressure in the vacuum system, bar</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Boiler steam pressure, bar</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>1.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Boiler steam temperature, °C</td>
<td>210</td>
<td>104</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Mass consumption of boiler steam, kg/s</td>
<td>448</td>
<td>1.489</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Mass flow of air, kg/s</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Steam mass consumption, kg/s</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Specific power of the circulation pump, kW</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Specific power of the coolant pump, kW</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Specific power of the cooling tower fan, kW</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>0.007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Specific power of liquid ring vacuum pump, kW</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.3. Results of exergy analysis

The scheme of exergy transformations in a traditional condensing plant and alternative schemes is shown in Fig. 5. Exergy efficiency equations are:

– for a traditional scheme:

\[ e_{ex1} = \frac{E_{P2}}{E_{P1}} = \frac{E_{E1st} - E_{E1mix}}{E_{E1st} - E_{E1tr}} \]  \hspace{1cm} (2)

– for a scheme with LVE:

\[ e_{ex2} = \frac{E_{P2}}{E_{P2}} = \frac{E_{E1mix} - E_{E1heat}}{E_{E1st} - E_{E2mix} + N_p} \] \hspace{1cm} (3)

Fig. 5. Scheme of exergy transformations: a – traditional condensing unit, b – installation based on a liquid-vapor ejector, c – installation based on the liquid-vapor ejector+liquid-ring vacuum pump (\( E_{E1mix} \) – exergy of the steam-air mixture at the inlet to the ejector unit, \( E_{E1st} \) – exergy of the vapor-air mixture at the outlet of the ejector unit, \( E_{E1tr} \) – exergy of boiler steam at the inlet to the ejector unit, \( E_{E2st} \) – exergy of boiler steam at the outlet of the ejector unit, \( E_{E1mix} \) – exergy of steam-air mixture at the inlet to the liquid-vapor ejector, \( E_{E1heat} \) – exergy of steam-air mixture at the outlet of the liquid-vapor ejector, \( E_{E2heat} \) – exergy of cooling water at the inlet to the heat exchanger, \( E_{E3heat} \) – exergy of cooling water at the outlet of the heat exchanger, \( N_p \) – circulation pump power, \( N_C \) – heat carrier pump power, \( N_F \) – cooling tower fan power, \( N_{LRVP} \) – power of the liquid-ring vacuum pump, \( (E_3+E_f) \) – absolute destruction of exergy and absolute loss of exergy)
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Results of thermoeconomic analysis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No. of entry</th>
<th>Indicator designation</th>
<th>Scheme option</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>basic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Exergy of fuel flow, kW</td>
<td>297.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Exergy of product flow, kW</td>
<td>93.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Exergy efficiency</td>
<td>0.315</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The obtained results of calculating the total cost of fuel and the unit cost of a unit of product make it possible to assert that the use of LVE in condensing plants of steam turbines is appropriate. This reduces the cost of generating boiler steam and reduces the cost of the resulting product of the steam turbine unit by about 51 %.

6. Discussion of the feasibility of using a liquid-vapor ejector to increase the efficiency of condensing units of steam turbines

Evaluating our results of the thermodynamic, exergy, and thermoeconomic analyses of both proposed schemes, we can distinguish several significant advantages of the proposed scheme based on LVE (Fig. 3), related to simplifying the design and increasing the efficiency of the traditional condensing system. However, the use of a liquid-vapor ejector as a pre-vacuum one in combination with a liquid-ring vacuum pump (Fig. 4) makes it possible to reduce the degree of increase in the pressure of the passive flow in the LVE and transfer it to a more moderate mode of operation. This increases the efficiency of LVE and reduces the degree of overproduction of steam, which must be returned to the cycle from an external source.

The following features were identified. For the operation of the steam-jet ejector, a constant external generation of the boiler steam of the specified parameters is necessary. This is especially difficult to ensure if there is no constant source of boiler steam and reduces the cost of the resulting product of the steam turbine unit by about 51 %.

As a result of the exergy analysis, it can be concluded that the efficiency of the condensing unit scheme based on a liquid-vapor ejector is 2.3 times greater than that of the traditional one. The use of LRVP in the alternative scheme and setting LVE to a pre-vacuum mode allows for an additional increase in efficiency by 17 % compared to the LVE-based scheme, which is 2.44 times more compared to the alternative scheme.

5.4 Results of thermoeconomic analysis

The total cost of fuel for the traditional scheme is determined from the formula:

\[ C_s = C_{sv} \cdot V_{s} \cdot \tau_s + C_{st} \cdot \sum N_t \cdot \tau_s, \]

where \( C_{sv} \) is the cost of 1 m³ of boiler steam water, \( V_{s} \) – volumetric consumption of boiler steam, \( C_{st} \) – the cost of electricity, \( \sum N_t \) – the amount of consumed power, which is spent on the drive and pumps, \( \tau_s \) – the estimated period of operation of the installation.

The total cost of fuel for the proposed scheme is determined from the formula:

\[ C_2 = C_{sv2} \cdot V_{s2} \cdot \tau_s + C_{st} \cdot \sum N_t \cdot \tau_s, \]

where \( C_{sv2} \) is the cost of 1 m³ of boiler steam, \( V_{s2} \) – volumetric consumption of boiler steam, \( C_{st} \) – the cost of electricity, \( \sum N_t \) – the amount of consumed power, which is spent on the pump drive, \( \tau_s \) – the estimated period of operation of the installation. The results of thermoeconomic analysis are given in Table 4.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No. of entry</th>
<th>Indicator designation</th>
<th>Scheme option</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>basic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>The total cost of fuel, a.u.</td>
<td>1348.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>The specific cost of a product unit, a.u./t</td>
<td>2.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Specific value of a unit of steam, a.u./m³</td>
<td>3.01</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Our study can be continued and further applied to increase the efficiency of similar steam-gas installations. Nevertheless, limiting the degree of pressure increase in one liquid-steam ejector restrains this area of application. However, studies are underway on the influence of a large-scale factor on its effectiveness and a possible way out is to increase the diameter of the critical section of the active flow nozzle or additional profiling of its flow part.

7. Conclusions

1. We have described and analyzed a traditional condensing unit based on a two-stage steam-jet ejector with the identification of the main shortcomings of this scheme. Alternative scheme solutions based on liquid-vapor ejector and liquid-steam ejector and liquid-ring vacuum pump are proposed.

2. As a result of thermodynamic calculation, it was revealed that the use of a liquid-vapor ejector operating on the principle of jet thermocompression is promising for condensing plants of steam turbines. It can also be used together with a liquid-ring vacuum pump as a pre-vacuum unit.

3. As a result of exergy analysis, the exergy efficiency of the liquid-vapor ejector in the condensation unit and the feasibility of its use for steam turbine installations were determined. The exergy efficiency of the new equipment is 0.713, which is 2.3 times higher than that of traditional ones. Additionally, it is possible to increase efficiency by 17% by using this ejector as a pre-vacuum one together with LRVP. Such indicators are achieved due to the transition to smaller degrees of pressure increase in LVE, which leads to a decrease in thermal loads on the auxiliary equipment of the scheme, a decrease in the exergy of the fuel flow, and an increase in overall efficiency.

4. As a result of thermoeconomic analysis, the total cost of fuel and the unit cost of a unit of product in the new and traditional scheme of the condensing unit have been determined. The use of LVE makes it possible to reduce the total cost of fuel by an average of 704.28 a.u. per year. It is also possible to reduce the unit cost of a unit of product by an average of 51%, excluding the cost of generating boiler steam in traditional schemes. The use of the LVE+LRVP scheme increases the unit cost of the product by 2%, which is a consequence of additional costs for the drive of auxiliary equipment (pumps, cooling tower fan, etc.).
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1. Introduction

The current trend of reducing the mass and size characteristics of electronic equipment while increasing its functionality predetermines an urgent task of designing effective thermal stabilization systems for such miniature devices. The use of devices for heat dissipation, which employ the evaporation-condensation cycle for this purpose, makes it possible to some extent to solve this problem. A thermosiphon can be used as such a device. It is a two-phase closed heat transfer device containing a certain amount of liquid that uses the latent heat of evaporation and condensation to transfer heat...